
Chasing my Y-DNA part 23
One can not chose ones relatives, but a lot of times one can recognize them.
Chasing my Y-DNA, there are the Y chromosomes which travel with them. Though for 
the most part there will not be pictures, there will be characteristics. The characteristics 
bestowed on these relatives may be a false hood of history, a history which may want to 
vanquish a certain people from it's landscape until they are only found in the void of 
what is not given, or a falsehood like an incorrect mapping of localities is made so a 
discovery of proper location is not accepted.  Each individual carries their own DNA and 
males carry the Y-DNA passed down from the fathers. Put before me has been the work 
of my father's, that which dad has traced the family to Daniel who testified in the witch 
trails, and Daniel seem to bring out the most reasonable concept for the time and 
presented to the high judges school at Harvard that the young ladies “did it out of sport”, 
they still hung witches. It is known by me there is not much one can do if a court does 
not correct its actions, had to deal with it myself going up against a photo radar machine.
One advantage if people do not make corrections it allows one to reive, and take 
advantage.  Like a reiver knowing ones self makes errors and always try to correct and 
adjust, one can reive those who do not make corrections, or those who accept others who 
do not make these corrections.

In the past the eastern United States because of migration westward dominated and 
could question information in text form coming over the internet. Now with information 
and data in scanned graphics from, the validity of information off the web is much 
stronger. Now those who quote historians are in question, when one can decipher 
technical information direct from sources like wills, deeds, vital, and criminal records, it 
does not leave much room for the historians to fit in between. If the historians, can not 
understand  the linguistic, and technical information, read charts, maps and distribution 
tables, plus deal with mathematical probability, and multi dimensional distribution 
problems, along with time sequencing then it is questionable whether the historian is 
needed accept to propagate that which the master of their social structures support like a 
Puritanical Dogma, of a unified belief which is felt to be accomplished because the 
majority feels it is true, it is these concepts tested by the reiver that the reiver will walk 
right through, because it is innate to the way the reiver does things,  for the reivers 
concepts are the tools used, and tools cannot be preached.

The border reivers are Scottish became true; but first they were English; the 
Armstrong, and Elwald. The land they were on was English land then with 
the help of the Douglas and the border traveling over them they found 
themselves as English on Scottish land. The Traitors of Leven were 
English.



In the above The Mote is where Liddel Strength Castle of the Stuteville/Wake was.

The Traitors of Leven, are of an area between 
the Leven Flu and the Liddel Water, on the 
English side of the border.



In the above Sir John Wake of Cottingham where Elwalds live, presents Simon de 
Beverly (Beverly is north of Cottingham).....Arthuret (on map above)......

When the land the Elwald live on become Scottish in 1320 this is when it is said the 
Elwald (Ellot) Clan started. The Armstrong and the Elwald are of this region along with 
the Douglas, but not the Scott.



It should be noted if the Scott if they rendezvoused in the region of the Leven they were 
not from there, but were from a region north of Liddesdale, call Teviotdale.  The 
Douglas who supported the Traitors of Leven were also from Teviotdale associated with 
Cavers Castle. It should be noted that the Elwald/Ellot supported the landholders such as 
the Douglas and Scott. Douglas ownership of the Hermitage went to the Hepburn during 
the sixteenth century then onto the Scott during the seventeenth century.

It is basically the Armstrong and the Elwald/Ellot which supported the land exploits of 
the Scott in hopes for the Elwald/Ellot to obtain some for themselves. It seems like the 
Armstrong wanted to secure there position along the English/Scottish border. It is 
improper to use the name Elliot for The Traitors of Leven, because when they were 
Traitors of Leven was  before they became Elliot.

One can see given the above information that the Elwald and Armstrong with support of 
the son of Walter Scot of Edschaw are treasonable Traitors of Leven, in 1494-1495.



Bringing in the English (Thieves/Traitors of Leven), Walter Scott of Howpaslot (hollow 
pass trough trees), supported them in Tyndale ca 1502.

Resetting (resettling) Traitors of Leven.



More on the Elliot (should be Elwald) and Armstrong of Levyn 1495.

Walter Scot of Edschaw intercommuning with the 
Thieves of Levyn 1493.



Note; the connection between Andrew Kerr of 
Farnyhyrst, and William Elwald his follower.

William and Archibald Douglas of Cavers 
intercommuning with The Traitors of Leven.



So it seems like the Armstrong and the Elwald, did fight for 
the Douglas, and mainly the  Scott in the North for land gain. 
The Armstrong and Elwald/Ellot (noted; will not insult the 
name by utilizing the English post Union of the Crowns; 
Elliot) especially the Elwald/Ellot made way for Scott Clan 
to gain it's land base. 

Nation states like Scotland, an England utilized the English 
Armstrongs, Crosar, and Elwald/Ellot now living in 
Scotland (Abroath 1320 to Union of Crowns 1600) to 
delineate the two nation. It was not a stone wall which 
seperated the two nations in was a border of English (English 
is a word which should go synonymously with the word 
reiver) of reivers.



When a nation looses its language and ways of doing 
things it looses itself.

In English the word is plot, but in Scottish carried to America 
the word is lot.  In English it is a yard of cloth, but in old 
Scottish it is and el/ell of cloth, both a measurement of area. 
In English Imperial measurement there are five and a half 
yards to a rod/pole; length measured horizonally, in line of 
side surveying. In Scottish Reiver measurements, there are six 
el/ell to a fall (about eighteen Imperial feet as opposed to a 
pole/rod; 16½ Imperial feet), and distance utilized between, 
when drops/falls in elevation are measured. The Reivers think 
vertically, and the Imperialists think horizonally. The 
Imperialistically way to measure land is an acre plot, but in 
old Scotland it is in el/ell (area) lot an El lot.

An el/ell can be a measure of length between an English 
Imperialistic yard, or a French metre (about thirty cycles of an 
isotopic cesium time, and the distance of a metre which light 
travels. The bar in France is no longer the standard.),  single 
dimension uniqueness to Scotland, or area giving two 
dimensions, but adding a fall, gives this form of thought three 
dimensions. It should be noted that this manner of surveying 
only works when you have a line of sight. If you do not have 
a line of sight such as in a forest stead or part of a forest stead 
referred to as a lot, one name have to put in stakes or stobs to 
delineate the boundary.



Now that the name Ellot has meaning in old Scotland, and the 
Scottish, and Americans which became Imperialistic in their 
measure-mental utilizing an “i” insertion making is English, 
will be able to continue without recognition to the family 
name of Ellot, which Redheugh took, and the reiver Ellot 
with no pledge to the Scott or allegiance to England will be 
able to continue to reive.

There seems to be what can be seen from satellite mapping, at 
the  location of Braidley just East of the Hermitage, red out 
cropping, with graystone below. It seems like a geological 
topography, made out of course grained “limey” (calcium 
carbonaceous evaporitic cementing sediments working in a 
similar material content a concrete) cementing the mainly 
silicone grains into a sandstone conglomerate with nodules of 
ferrous pyritic substance which leach to the exterior with 
exposure to the outer atmospheric oxygen creates a red iron 
oxide paint on a gray sandstone when fractured and eroded to 
a lower elevation it becomes wash and reverts to its inner 
grayness in Graystone Wood (noted not woods but still today 
in Scotland wood) below Braidley on the opposite side of the 
Hermitage. It is felt this same stone most likely makes up 
Redheugh, and therefore only sustains its color when on a 
slope. Heuch becoming heugh is a Scottish name for slope; 
hence the name Redheugh.  



It should be noted that the Scott, Kerr, Armstrong, 
Ellot plus Tait, on the Liddel and Tweed to this day 
shows up in the Y-DNA.

Will be searching in the same void which the name Ellot is found, 
and that which has voided the English border reiver, and creating by 
cleansing area without reivers, and therefore as the crown united 
wanted a country without a border. May that without a Robert guide 
my way.

Mark Elliott                                               01/04/2013


